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/EINPresswire.com/ -- Digital Signage

Market size was valued at USD 15.98

Billion in 2022 and is poised to grow

from USD 17.77 Billion in 2023 to USD 41.55 Billion by 2031, growing at a CAGR of 11.2% in the

forecast period (2024-2031). 
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This global digital signage market expansion is attributed to the growing need for digital product

and service promotion that effectively captures the attention of the intended audience.

Additionally, since 4K digital signage displays with embedded software and a media player give

consumers an affordable Ultra HD digital signage solution, demand for these displays is

predicted to increase.

The global digital signage market is experiencing robust growth driven by increasing adoption

across retail, hospitality, healthcare, and transportation sectors. Important trends among these

are interactive displays, customization of content powered by AI, and scalability through cloud-

based solutions. The adaptation of this service to different customers who need information

according to their location is propelling its growth internationally.

Samsung's AI-Driven Digital Signage Sets New Standards for Customer Engagement in Near

Future

The following are the key Digital Signage Trends that will shape the growth of the market in the

next 5 years

•  In April 2024, international digital signage leader Samsung Electronics unveiled plans to

integrate advanced AI capabilities into their displays, aiming to revolutionize personalized

customer experiences. This innovation is expected to enhance interactivity and content

relevance across diverse sectors, thereby driving market growth. Furthermore, the transition
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indicates a move towards personalized AI-based marketing signages.

•  At the same time, the health sector is preparing itself for the likely expansion of digital signage

which is expected to occur by 2025 as patient education and communication take advantage of

screens. Companies like LG Electronics are pioneering tailored signage solutions for hospitals,

predicting increased efficiency and patient satisfaction through interactive information

dissemination.

8K Displays by NEC and Sharp Redefine Digital Signage Innovation Over the Decade

•  In January 2024, global digital signage market leaders, including NEC Corporation and Sharp

Corporation, announced strategic partnerships to advance 8K resolution displays. This joint

effort is intended to set higher standards about image quality in entertainment and advertising,

with a prediction that it will greatly impact on how digital signs look in the next ten years.

•  As 2030 approaches, the transportation industry forecasts digital signage to greatly increase its

use, driven by incorporating real-time data feeds and IoT linkage. Sony and others are

introducing dynamic signage solutions for transit centers and smart cities that emphasize

improved service quality and optimized operations as major factors increasing the sector’s

performance over the long haul.
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Transformative Trends of AI Analytics and Cloud Platforms Reshaping Digital Signage

Google made an announcement in March 2024 that they have come up with improvements in

their digital signage solutions whereby their targeted advertising could utilize analytics based on

Artificial Intelligence (AI). At the same time, increased use of interactive displays in classrooms is

happening in educational institutions, which utilize companies such as Microsoft to enhance

learner involvement. Another spawn of this is Amazon, which has rolled out a cloud-based

platform that addresses various needs of different industries through being scalable with

regards to content management of digital signage systems. In the upcoming years, the global

digital signage market is expected to experience a dynamic growth trajectory due to better

personalization, operational efficiency, and application in different sectors. In the future, market

dynamics will experience significant changes as the adoption of AI, cloud computing and

interactive technologies.
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The global digital signage market is undergoing a profound transformation fueled by

technological innovations and sector-specific applications. From AI-driven personalization to

advanced display resolutions like 8K, leaders in the business sector are changing how info is sent

and interacted with within retail, healthcare, transportation among others. Future goals include

improved client experiences, higher operation efficiency and never-before-seen levels of

interactivity as some corporations like NEC, Samsung and Google seek to stretch what is

achievable in digital signage. With AI analytics and cloud platforms at the forefront, the market is

poised for sustained growth, catering to the escalating demand for impactful, real-time

communication solutions.
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